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(54) SHIFT REGISTER FOR TOUCH SENSOR INTEGRATED TYPE DISPLAY DEVICE

(57) A shift register for a touch sensor integrated type
display device comprises a first plurality of cascaded
stages (STG[1], ..., STG[i-1]) and a second plurality of
cascaded stages (STG[i], ..., STG[2i-1]), each of the
stages comprising at least a first discharge transistor (T2;
T4), a pull-up transistor (Tpu), a pull-down transistor
(Tpd), and an output node (Nout) interconnecting the
pull-up transistor (Tpu) and the pull-down transistor
(Tpd), the pull-down transistor (Tpd) being further con-

nected to a first low potential voltage line (VSS), and a
gate electrode of the pull-up transistor (Tpu) constituting
a control node (Q), wherein the control node (Q) of the
first stage (STG[i]) of the second plurality of cascaded
stages (STG[i], ..., STG[2i-1]) is connected to a second
low potential voltage line (A_VSS), electrically separate
from the first low potential voltage line (VSS), through
the first discharge transistor (T2, T4) of said first stage.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a shift register
and a touch sensor integrated type display device com-
prising the shift register.

Discussion of Related Art

[0002] Flat panel displays (hereinafter referred to as
"display devices"), which are able to be manufactured as
a large-sized display device at a low price and excellent
in display quality (including motion picture representa-
tion, resolution, brightness, contrast ratio, color repre-
sentation, etc.), has been recently actively developed in
accordance with the need for display devices capable of
properly displaying multimedia together with the devel-
opment of multimedia. Various input devices, such as a
keyboard, a mouse, a track ball, a joystick, and a digitizer,
have been used in the display devices to allow users to
interface with the display devices. However, when the
user makes use of these input devices, the user’s dis-
satisfaction increases because the user is required to
learn how to use the input devices and the input devices
occupy space, thereby having difficulty in increasing the
perfection of products. Thus, a demand for a convenient
and simple input device for the display device capable
of reducing erroneous operations is increasing. In re-
sponse to the increased demand, a touch sensor has
been proposed to recognize information when the user
inputs information by directly touching the screen or ap-
proaching the screen with his or her hand or a pen while
he or she watches the display device.
[0003] The touch sensors used in the display device
may be implemented through an in-cell technology in
which they are embedded inside a display panel. A dis-
play device using in-cell technology may share a touch
electrode of a touch sensor and a common electrode of
a display panel with each other and time-divide one frame
into a display period and a touch sensing period. In par-
ticular, as shown in FIG. 1, a display panel may be divided
into a plurality of panel blocks PB1 and PB2, and a display
drive and a touch sensing drive may be performed on
each of the panel blocks PB1 and PB2. For example,
data of an input image is written to pixels of the first panel
block PB1 during a first display period Td1, and then
touch sensors are driven to sense a touch input during
a first touch sensing period Tt1. Subsequently, data of
the input image is written to pixels of the second panel
block PB2 during a second display period Td2, and then
the touch sensors are driven to sense a touch input during
a second touch sensing period Tt2.
[0004] During a display period, a gate driver sequen-
tially shifts a gate pulse applied to gate lines using a shift
register. The gate pulse sequentially selects pixels to be

charged with a data signal in synchronization with the
data signal of the input image on a per line basis. The
shift register of the gate driver includes cascade-connect-
ed stages. The cascade-connected stages of the shift
register each receive a start pulse or an output of a pre-
ceding stage and charge a Q node. When the display
period is not divided, all the stages of the shift register
have the same Q node charging period (hereinafter, re-
ferred to as "Q standby period") of about two horizontal
periods.
[0005] However, as shown in FIG. 2, when the display
period is divided based on the number of blocks and the
touch sensing period is allocated between the divided
display periods, a Q node of a stage, that generates a
first output immediately after the touch sensing period,
is discharged by a length of the touch sensing period and
generates a low output. In case of a full high definition
(FHD) display device, one horizontal period is about 6.0
ms, and a touch sensing period is about 100 ms. Thus, a
Q standby period of a stage, that generates a first output
immediately after the touch sensing period, is about 100
ms or more, and a Q standby period of other stages of
the shift register is about 12.0 ms. Because a discharge
time of the Q node increases as the Q standby period of
the Q node becomes longer, a line dim phenomenon ap-
pears on a first line, at which the display period again
starts immediately after the touch sensing period.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The invention enables the aforementioned
problem to be overcome by providing a shift register com-
prising:

a first plurality of cascaded stages and a second plu-
rality of cascaded stages, each of the stages com-
prising at least a first discharge transistor, a pull-up
transistor, a pull-down transistor, and an output node
interconnecting the pull-up transistor and the pull-
down transistor, the pull-down transistor being fur-
ther connected to a first low potential voltage line,
and a gate electrode of the pull-up transistor consti-
tuting a control node, wherein
the control node of the first stage of the second plu-
rality of cascaded stages is connected to a second
low potential voltage line, electrically separate from
the first low potential voltage line, through the first
discharge transistor of said first stage.

As the control node of the first stage of the second plu-
rality of cascaded stages is connected to a separate, sec-
ond low potential voltage line, a variable voltage can be
applied to the first discharge transistor so that a leakage
current between the control node of the first stage and
the second low potential voltage line can be minimized
during touch sensing periods by applying a high potential
to the second low potential voltage line during touch sens-
ing periods. Thus the voltage at the control node of the
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first stage can be maintained even over a relatively long
standby period, i.e. during a touch sensing period be-
tween two display periods.
[0007] In an exemplary embodiment of the shift regis-
ter, the control node of the last stage of the first plurality
of cascaded stages may be connected to the first low
potential voltage line through a second discharge tran-
sistor of said last stage.
[0008] The control node of the first stage of the second
plurality of cascaded stages may be connected to the
first low potential voltage line through a second discharge
transistor of said first stage.
[0009] Alternatively, the control node of the first stage
of the second plurality of cascaded stages may be further
connected to the second low potential voltage line
through a second discharge transistor of said first stage
and a diode connected in series to the second discharge
transistor of said first stage.
[0010] The control nodes of all stages may be connect-
ed to the second low potential voltage line through the
respective first discharge transistor of each stage.
[0011] A gate electrode of the pull-down transistor may
be connected to a gate electrode of a second discharge
transistor to form a second control node of each stage.
[0012] A display device according to the invention com-
prises:

a shift register according to any one of the aforemen-
tioned embodiments and
a display panel comprising a plurality of pixel rows,
a plurality of touch sensors and a plurality of touch
sensor lines,
wherein the display device is configured
to activate a first subset of the pixel rows for display-
ing image data by sequentially outputting gate pulses
from the output nodes of the first plurality of cascaded
stages to the first subset of the pixel rows during a
first display period,
to sense signals from the touch sensors through the
touch sensor lines during a first touch sensing period
following the first display period,
to activate a second subset of the pixel rows for dis-
playing image data by sequentially outputting gate
pulses from the output nodes of the second plurality
of cascaded stages to the second subset of the pixel
rows during a second display period following the
first touch sensing period, and
to supply a variable voltage to the second low po-
tential voltage line, the variable voltage having a low
potential during the first and second display periods
and having a high potential during the first touch
sensing period.

[0013] In the display device, all of the stages of the
shift register may be connected to the second low poten-
tial voltage line and the display device may be configured

to vary the size of the first subset of pixel rows and

the duration of the first display period, and/or
to vary the size of the second subset of pixel rows
and the duration of the second display period.

[0014] The display device may be configured

to sense signals from the touch sensors through the
touch sensor lines during a second touch sensing
period following the second display period,
to activate a third subset of the pixel rows for dis-
playing image data by sequentially outputting gate
pulses from output nodes of a third plurality of cas-
caded stages to the third subset of the pixel rows
during a third display period following the second
touch sensing period, and
to supply the variable voltage having a low potential
during the first, second and third display periods and
having a high potential during the first and second
touch sensing period.

[0015] In the display device, each stage of the shift
register may comprise an input transistor connected to
the control node of the stage and configured to input a
high potential voltage in response to a start signal re-
ceived at a gate electrode of the input transistor.
[0016] In the display device, a gate electrode of the at
least one first discharge transistor may be configured to
receive a respective control signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the invention and
are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specifi-
cation, illustrate embodiments of the invention and to-
gether with the description serve to explain the principles
of the invention. In the drawings:

FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate a display drive and a touch
sensing drive on a per block basis in accordance
with related art;
FIG. 3 illustrates a display device according to an
example embodiment;
FIG. 4 illustrates a portion of a pixel array according
to an example embodiment;
FIG. 5 illustrates driving signals according to an ex-
ample embodiment;
FIG. 6 illustrates a configuration of a shift register
according to a first example embodiment;
FIG. 7 illustrates a stage according to a comparative
example;
FIG. 8 illustrates a stage according to a first example
embodiment;
FIG. 9 is a timing diagram illustrating a change in a
voltage of a main node of a stage during a display
period;
FIG. 10 is a timing diagram illustrating a change in
a voltage of a main node of a stage during a touch
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sensing period;
FIG. 11 illustrates a configuration of a shift register
according to a second example embodiment;
FIG. 12 illustrates a shift register stage according to
a second example embodiment;
FIG. 13 illustrates a stage according to a third exam-
ple embodiment;
FIG. 14 is a timing diagram illustrating a change in
a voltage of a main node of a stage shown in FIG. 13;
FIG. 15 illustrates a stage according to a fourth ex-
ample embodiment;
FIG. 16 illustrates a stage according to a fifth exam-
ple embodiment;
FIG. 17 illustrates a stage according to a sixth ex-
ample embodiment;
FIG. 18 is a timing diagram illustrating a variable low
potential voltage according to a second example em-
bodiment;
FIG. 19 illustrates a Q node discharge controller ac-
cording to another example embodiment;
FIGS. 20 and 21 illustrate a connection relationship
between a shift register and a variable low potential
voltage line; and
FIG. 22 illustrates an example of varying a panel
block in a structure shown in FIG. 21.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0018] Reference will now be made in detail to embod-
iments of the present disclosure, examples of which are
illustrated in the accompanying drawings. In the following
description, when a detailed description of well-known
functions or configurations related to this document is
determined to unnecessarily cloud a gist of the inventive
concept, the detailed description thereof will be omitted.
The progression of processing steps and/or operations
described is an example; however, the sequence of steps
and/or operations is not limited to that set forth herein
and may be changed as is known in the art, with the
exception of steps and/or operations necessarily occur-
ring in a particular order. Like reference numerals des-
ignate like elements throughout. Names of the respective
elements used in the following explanations are selected
only for convenience of writing the specification and may
be thus different from those used in actual products.
[0019] A display device according to embodiments
herein may be implemented as a flat panel display, such
as a liquid crystal display (LCD) or an organic light emit-
ting diode (OLED) display. In the following description,
embodiments will be described using a liquid crystal dis-
play as an example of a flat panel display. However, em-
bodiments are not limited thereto, and other types of flat
panel displays may be used. For example, a display de-
vice according to embodiments herein may be imple-
mented as any display device to which in-cell touch sen-
sor technology is applicable.
[0020] Switching elements of a gate driver according
to embodiments may be implemented as transistors of

n-type or p-type metal oxide semiconductor field effect
transistor (MOSFET) structure. In embodiments dis-
closed herein, n-type transistors are described by way
of example. However, embodiments are not limited there-
to, and other types of transistors may be used. The tran-
sistor is a three-electrode element including a gate, a
source, and a drain. The source is an electrode for sup-
plying carriers to the transistor. The carriers inside the
transistor begin to flow from the source. The drain is an
electrode from which the carriers exit the transistor.
Namely, carriers in the MOSFET flow from the source to
the drain. In case of an n-type MOSFET (NMOS), be-
cause carriers are electrons, a source voltage is less than
a drain voltage so that electrons can flow from a source
to a drain. In the n-type MOSFET, because electrons flow
from the source to the drain, a current flows from the
drain to the source. In case of a p-type MOSFET (PMOS),
because carriers are holes, a source voltage is greater
than a drain voltage so that holes can flow from a source
to a drain. In the p-type MOSFET, because holes flow
from the source to the drain, a current flows from the
source to the drain. In embodiments disclosed herein,
the source and the drain of the MOSFET are not fixed.
For example, the source and the drain of the MOSFET
may be changed depending on an applied voltage. The
following embodiments are limited to the source and the
drain of the transistor.
[0021] A touch sensor according to embodiments may
be implemented as a capacitive touch sensor, which is
able to be embedded in a pixel array, for example, a
mutual capacitance touch sensor or a self-capacitance
touch sensor. In the following description, embodiments
will be described using a self-capacitance touch sensor
as an example. However, embodiments are not limited
thereto, and other types of touch sensors may be used.
[0022] FIG. 3 illustrates a touch sensor integrated type
display device according to an example embodiment.
FIG. 4 illustrates pixels included in a touch sensor ac-
cording to an example embodiment. FIG. 5 illustrates sig-
nals output to signal lines by a driving circuit. In FIGS. 3
and 4, the respective touch sensors and the respective
sensing lines are designated with a separate reference
numeral. However, in the following description, the touch
sensors and the sensing lines will be commonly referred
to as a touch sensor TS and a sensing line TW when
they are described without distinguishing their positions.
[0023] Referring to FIGS. 3 to 5, a touch sensor inte-
grated type display device according to an example em-
bodiment includes a display panel 100, a timing controller
110, a data driver 120, a level shifter 130, a shift register
140, and a touch sensing circuit 150.
[0024] The display panel 100 includes a display unit
100A and a non-display unit 100B. The display unit 100A
includes pixels P for displaying image information and
touch sensors TS. The non-display unit 100B is disposed
outside the display unit 100A.
[0025] The display unit 100A is divided into k panel
blocks PB1 to PB(k). Each of the panel blocks PB1 to
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PB(k) displays an image and performs a touch sensing
drive. Each of the panel blocks PB1 to PB(k) includes a
plurality of horizontal lines HL. For example, a first panel
block PB1 includes first to (i-1)th gate lines GL1 to GL(i-
1).
[0026] A pixel array of the display panel 100 includes
data lines DL, gate lines GL, thin film transistors TFT
formed at crossings of the data lines DL and the gate
lines GL, pixel electrodes 5 connected to the thin film
transistors TFT, and storage capacitors Cst connected
to the pixel electrodes 5, and the like. The thin film tran-
sistor TFT is turned on in response to a gate pulse from
the gate line GL and supplies a data voltage, that is ap-
plied through the data line DL, to the pixel electrode 5. A
liquid crystal layer LC is driven by a voltage difference
between the data voltage charged to the pixel electrode
5 and a common voltage Vcom applied to a touch com-
mon electrode 7 and controls an amount of light trans-
mitted.
[0027] The touch sensors TS are connected to the plu-
rality of pixels P and are implemented as capacitive touch
sensors to sense a touch input. Each touch sensor TS
may include a plurality of pixels P. FIG. 4 illustrates that
nine pixels P arranged in a 3x3 matrix are assigned to
one touch sensor TS by way of example. Because the
touch common electrode 7 is divided based on each
touch sensor TS, an area occupied by the touch common
electrode 7 may be referred to as the touch sensor TS.
The touch sensors TS are respectively connected to
sensing lines TW. For example, a sensing line TW[1, 1]
of a first row and a first column is connected to a touch
sensor TS[1, 1] of the first row and the first column, and
a sensing line TW[2, 1] of a second row and the first
column is connected to a touch sensor TS[2, 1] of the
second row and the first column.
[0028] The touch common electrode 7 receives a ref-
erence voltage (i.e., the common voltage Vcom) of the
pixels P during a display period and receives a touch
sensing signal LFD during a touch sensing period.
[0029] The non-display unit 100B is disposed outside
the display unit 100A, and a driving circuit IC for driving
the data lines DL and the gate lines GL is disposed in
the non-display unit 100B.
[0030] The timing controller 110 transmits data of an
input image received from a host system (not shown) to
the data driver 120. The timing controller 110 receives
timing signals, such as a vertical sync signal Vsync, a
horizontal sync signal Hsync, and a data enable signal
DE, from the host system in synchronization with the data
of the input image. The timing controller 110 generates
a data timing control signal for controlling operation tim-
ing of the data driver 120 and a gate timing control signal
for controlling operation timing of the gate drivers 130
and 140 based on the timing signals. The timing controller
110 synchronizes a display driving circuit with the touch
sensing circuit 150.
[0031] The display driving circuit includes the data driv-
er 120 and the gate drivers 130 and 140 and writes the

data of the input image to the pixels P of the display panel
100. The display driving circuit time-divides one frame
period into a plurality of display periods and a plurality of
touch sensing periods and writes the data of the input
image to the pixels P on a per block basis in the display
period.
[0032] The data driver 120 receives image data from
the timing controller 110 and converts the image data
into positive and negative gamma compensation voltag-
es to output positive and negative data voltages. The
data driver 120 then supplies the positive and negative
data voltages to the data lines DL.
[0033] The gate drivers 130 and 140 sequentially sup-
ply the gate pulses to the gate lines GL under the control
of the timing controller 110. The gate pulse output from
the gate driver is synchronized with the data voltage. The
gate drivers 130 and 140 include the level shifter 130 and
the shift register 140 which are connected between the
timing controller 110 and the gate lines of the display
panel 100. The level shifter 130 level-shifts transistor-
transistor-logic (TTL) level voltages of gate clocks CLK
input from the timing controller 110 to a gate high voltage
VGH and a gate low voltage VGL. The shift register 140
includes stages which shift a start signal VST in accord-
ance with the gate clock CLK and sequentially output
gate pulses Gout.
[0034] The touch sensing circuit 150 drives the touch
sensors TS in response to a touch enable signal Tsync
received from the timing controller 110 or the host system
during the touch sensing period. The touch sensing cir-
cuit 150 supplies a touch driving signal to the touch sen-
sors TS through the sensor lines TW to sense a touch
input during the touch sensing period. The touch sensing
circuit 150 analyzes a change amount of charges of the
touch sensor, which varies depending on the presence
or absence of a touch input, and determines the touch
input. The touch sensing circuit 150 calculates coordi-
nates of a position of the touch input and transmits co-
ordinate information of the touch input position to the host
system.
[0035] FIG. 5 is a timing diagram illustrating a driving
signal of the touch sensor integrated type display device
according to an example embodiment.
[0036] Referring to FIGS. 3 to 5, one frame includes k
display periods Td and k touch sensing periods Tt. The
display periods Td and the touch sensing periods Tt al-
ternate with each other. During a first display period Td1,
image data is written to a first panel block PB1. During a
first touch sensing period Tt1, the touch sensors TS are
driven.
[0037] During the first display period Td1, the display
driving circuit (120, 130, and 140) writes current frame
data to pixels of the first panel block PB1 and updates
an image reproduced on the first panel block PB1 to the
current frame data.
[0038] During the first display period Td1, remaining
panel blocks PB2 to PBk other than the first panel block
PB1 hold previous frame data, and the touch sensing
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circuit 150 does not drive the touch sensors. Subsequent-
ly, during the first touch sensing period Tt1, the touch
sensing circuit 150 sequentially drives all the touch sen-
sors, senses a touch input, generates a touch report in-
cluding coordinate information and identification informa-
tion of each touch input, and transmits the touch report
to the host system.
[0039] Subsequently, during a second display period
Td2, the display driving circuit (120, 130, and 140) writes
current frame data to pixels of a second panel block PB2
and updates an image reproduced on the second panel
block PB2 to the current frame data. During the second
display period Td2, the first panel block PB1 holds current
frame data, and the touch sensing circuit 150 does not
drive the touch sensors. Subsequently, during a second
touch sensing period Tt2, the touch sensing circuit 150
sequentially drives all the touch sensors, senses a touch
input, generates a touch report including coordinate in-
formation and identification information of each touch in-
put, and transmits the touch report to the host system.
[0040] During the touch sensing period Tt, the touch
sensing circuit 150 supplies a sensor driving signal to the
touch sensors through the sensing lines TW, detects an
amount of charges of the touch sensors before and after
the touch input, compares the amount of charges with a
threshold voltage, and determines the touch input.
[0041] The touch sensing circuit 150 transmits coordi-
nate information of a touch input to the host system in
each touch sensing period Tt. Thus, a touch report rate
is greater than a frame rate. The frame rate is a frame
frequency at which an image of one frame is written to
the pixel array. The touch report rate is a speed at which
the coordinate information of the touch input is generat-
ed. As the touch report rate increases, a coordinate rec-
ognition rate of the touch input increases. Hence, touch
sensitivity is improved.
[0042] During the touch sensing period Tt, the data
driver 120 may supply an AC signal (referred to herein
as a load free drive (LFD) signal) having the same phase
and the same voltage (or same voltage variation) as a
sensor driving signal to the data lines DL, so as to reduce
a parasitic capacitance between the pixels P and the
touch sensors TS. When there is no voltage difference
between both ends of a parasitic capacitance between
the data lines DL and the touch sensors TS, a magnitude
of the parasitic capacitance is minimized. Thus, when
the sensor driving signal is supplied to the touch sensor
TS, the magnitude of the parasitic capacitance between
the data lines DL and the touch sensors TS can be min-
imized when the LFD signal having the same phase and
the same voltage (or same voltage variation) as the sen-
sor driving signal is supplied to the data lines DL.
[0043] In the same manner as the data driver 120, dur-
ing the touch sensing period Tt, the gate driver (130 and
140) may supply an LFD signal having the same phase
and the same voltage as a sensor driving signal to the
gate lines GL, so as to reduce a parasitic capacitance
between the pixels P and the touch sensors TS. When

there is no voltage difference between both ends of a
parasitic capacitance between the gate lines GL and the
touch sensors TS, a magnitude of the parasitic capaci-
tance is minimized. Thus, when the sensor driving signal
is supplied to the touch sensor TS, the magnitude of the
parasitic capacitance between the gate lines GL and the
touch sensors TS can be minimized when the LFD signal
having the same phase and the same voltage (or same
voltage variation) as the sensor driving signal is supplied
to the gate lines GL.
[0044] The touch sensing circuit 150 can minimize a
parasitic capacitance between the adjacent touch sen-
sors by supplying the LFD signal to the sensor lines other
than the sensor lines connected to the touch sensors
sensing a current touch input.
[0045] When the LFD signal having the same phase
as the sensor driving signal is supplied to the data lines
DL and the gate lines GL of the display panel 100 and
the touch sensors, which are not currently connected,
during the touch sensing period Tt, an amount of charges
of a parasitic capacitance of the display panel 100 may
decrease. This is because the amount of charges of the
parasitic capacitance can be minimized by minimizing a
voltage difference between both ends of the parasitic ca-
pacitance. Due to a decrease in the parasitic capacitance
of the touch sensor, the touch sensing circuit 150 can
improve a signal-to-noise ratio (abbreviated to SNR or
S/N) of the sensor driving signal, increase an operating
margin of the touch sensing circuit 150, and improve the
touch input and the touch sensitivity.
[0046] FIG. 6 illustrates a configuration of a shift reg-
ister according to a first example embodiment.
[0047] In FIG. 6, an (i-1)th stage STG[i-1] is a last stage
of the first panel block PB1, and an i-th stage STG[i] is a
first stage of the second panel block PB2.
[0048] Referring to FIG. 6, the shift register 140 outputs
a gate pulse in response to gate clock CLK and a start
pulse VST. The shift register 140 includes a plurality of
cascade-connected stages. In the following description,
"preceding stage" is a stage positioned ahead of a ref-
erence stage. For example, when the i-th stage STG[i]
is determined as a reference stage, the preceding stage
is one of first to (i-1)th stages ST1 to STG[i-1], where "i"
is a natural number. Further, "subsequent stage" is a
stage positioned behind the reference stage. For exam-
ple, when the i-th stage STGi is determined as the refer-
ence stage, the subsequent stage is one of (i+1)th stage
STG[i+1] to nth stage.
[0049] Each stage STG of the shift register 140 se-
quentially outputs gate pulses Gout[1] to Gout[n]. For ex-
ample, the i-th stage STG[i] outputs an i-th gate pulse
Gout[i]. To this end, each stage STG receives one of the
gate clocks CLK that are sequentially delayed. An (i-1)th
gate pulse Gout[i-1] is applied to an (i-1)th gate line, and
at the same time serves as a carry signal transmitted to
the i-th stage STG[i]. Further, an (i+1)th gate pulse
Gout[i+1] is applied to an (i+1)th gate line, and at the
same time serves as a next signal NEXT applied to the
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i-th stage STG[i]. The carry signal and the next signal
NEXT are not limited thereto and may be implemented
by various methods.
[0050] FIG. 6 illustrates the (i-1)th stage STG[i-1] be-
longing to the first panel block PB1 and the i-th stage
STG[i] and the (i+1)th stage STG[i+1] belonging to the
second panel block PB2.
[0051] The (i-1)th stage STG[i-1] and the (i+1)th stage
STG[i+1] discharge a node of the stage through a low
potential voltage line VSS_L. On the other hand, the i-th
stage STG[i] is connected to a variable low potential volt-
age line A_VSS_L and the low potential voltage line
VSS_L. Similarly to the i-th stage STG[i], a first stage of
each panel block PB is connected to the variable low
potential voltage line A_VSS_L and the low potential volt-
age line VSS_L.
[0052] FIG. 7 illustrates an (i-1)th stage, and FIG. 8
illustrates an i-th stage.
[0053] Embodiments relate to a stage for preventing a
Q node from being discharged during the touch sensing
period Tt, and FIG. 8 illustrates a first example embodi-
ment of an i-th stage. In embodiments disclosed herein,
a first stage of the panel block is referred to as an i-th
stage, and embodiments will be described focusing on
the i-th stage.
[0054] Referring to FIGS. 6 to 8, an i-th stage STG[i]
according to a first example embodiment includes a pull-
up transistor Tpu, a pull-down transistor Tpd, a first tran-
sistor T1, Q node discharge controllers T2 and T4, a third
transistor T3, and a node control circuit NCON.
[0055] The pull-up transistor Tpu outputs an i-th gate
pulse Gout[i] in accordance with a voltage of a Q node.
The pull-down transistor Tpd discharges a voltage of an
output terminal Nout to a low potential voltage VSS when
a QB node is charged.
[0056] The first transistor T1 includes a gate electrode
connected to a start signal input terminal VST_P, a drain
electrode connected to a high potential voltage line
VDD_L, and a source electrode connected to the Q node.
The start signal input terminal VST_P receives a start
pulse VST or an (i-1)th gate pulse Gout[i-1]. The first
transistor T1 charges the Q node corresponding to the
start signal input terminal VST_P.
[0057] The Q node discharge controllers T2 and T4
include at least one transistor for controlling a current
path between the Q node and the variable low potential
voltage line A_VSS_L. The Q node discharge controllers
T2 and T4 according to the first embodiment include a
first discharge controller T2 and a second discharge con-
troller T4.
[0058] The first discharge controller T2 includes a gate
electrode connected to a next signal input terminal
VNEXT_P, a drain electrode connected to the Q node,
and a source electrode connected to the variable low
potential voltage line A_VSS_L. The next signal input
terminal VNEXT_P receives an (i+1)th gate pulse
Gout[i+1] or a next signal VNEXT. The first discharge
controller T2 turns on a current path between the Q node

and the variable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L in
accordance with a voltage of the next signal input terminal
VNEXT_P.
[0059] The second discharge controller T4 includes a
gate electrode connected to a reset line RESET_L, a
drain electrode connected to the Q node, and a source
electrode connected to the variable low potential voltage
line A_VSS_L. The second discharge controller T4 turns
on a current path between the Q node and the variable
low potential voltage line A_VSS_L in response to a reset
signal RESET. The reset signal RESET may be applied
to the driving circuit, for example, by the timing controller
110 positioned outside the display panel 100. A timing
of the reset signal RESET may be the same as a timing
of the next signal VNEXT.
[0060] The third transistor T3 includes a gate electrode
connected to the QB node, a drain electrode connected
to the Q node, and a source electrode connected to the
low potential voltage line VSS_L. The third transistor T3
discharges a voltage of the Q node to the low potential
voltage VSS when the QB node is charged.
[0061] The node control circuit NCON stabilizes or con-
trols the voltage of the Q node or the voltage of the QB
node, and any known configuration may be used for the
node control circuit NCON.
[0062] FIG. 9 is a timing diagram illustrating a change
in a voltage of a main node of a stage during a display
period. FIG. 10 is a timing diagram illustrating a change
in a voltage of a main node of a stage during a touch
sensing period. A voltage change in the node of the (i-
1)th stage shown in FIG. 7 and a voltage change in the
node of the i-th stage shown in FIG. 8 are described with
reference to FIGS. 9 and 10.
[0063] An operation of an (i-1)th stage and an opera-
tion of an i-th stage are described with reference to FIGS.
6 to 9.
[0064] A first transistor T1 of an (i-1)th stage STG[i-1]
pre-charges the Q node in response to the start pulse
VST.
[0065] After the start pulse VST is completed, a pull-
up transistor Tpu of the (i-1)th stage STG[i-1] receives
the gate clock CLK. A voltage of a drain electrode of the
pull-up transistor Tpu rises by the gate clock CLK, and
thus the Q node, which is a gate electrode of the pull-up
transistor Tpu, is bootstrapped. When a gate-to-source
voltage of the pull-up transistor Tpu reaches a threshold
voltage Vth in a process for bootstrapping the Q node,
the pull-up transistor Tpu is turned on. As a result, a volt-
age of an output terminal Nout rises, and the (i-1)th gate
pulse Gout[i-1] is applied to the (i-1)th gate line connected
to the output terminal Nout.
[0066] When a first gate clock CLK1 is inverted to the
low potential voltage, a voltage level of the output terminal
Nout is also reduced. Thereafter, when the reset signal
RESET is applied, a second discharge controller T4 of
the (i-1)th stage STG[i-1] is turned on in response to the
reset signal RESET and discharges the voltage of the Q
node to the low potential voltage.
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[0067] The (i-1)th gate pulse Gout[i-1] output during a
first display period Td1 is applied to the start signal input
terminal VST_P of the i-th stage STG[i]. The first transis-
tor T1 of the i-th stage STG[i] charges the Q node in
response to the (i-1)th gate pulse Gout[i-1]. Before the i-
th stage STG[i] outputs the i-th gate pulse Gout[i], the
touch sensing circuit 150 drives the touch sensors TS
during the first touch sensing period Tt1. After the first
touch sensing period Tt1 ends, the i-th stage STG[i] re-
ceives the gate clock CLK and outputs the i-th gate pulse
Gout[i].
[0068] The i-th stage STG[i] receives the gate clock
CLK after the first touch sensing period Tt1 has passed
from a pre-charged state of the Q node. When the Q node
of the i-th stage STG[i] is in a floating state during the
first touch sensing period Tt1, the Q node may be dis-
charged via the first and second discharge controllers T2
and T4.
[0069] This will be described as follows. When a gate-
to-source voltage Vgs of a transistor is less than a thresh-
old voltage Vth, the transistor is turned off. Even if the
transistor is turned off, a current path between a drain
and a source of the transistor is not completely blocked,
and the current may flow finely. The current flowing when
the gate-to-source voltage Vgs of the transistor is equal
to or less than the threshold voltage Vth is referred to as
a leakage current. The leakage current also increases
as a voltage difference Vds between the drain and source
of the transistor increases.
[0070] In order to prevent the leakage current, the var-
iable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L according to
the first embodiment receives the high potential voltage
during the first touch sensing period Tt1. For example,
the variable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L may re-
ceive the gate high voltage VGH during the first touch
sensing period Tt1.
[0071] When the gate high voltage VGH is applied to
the variable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L during
the first touch sensing period Tt1, source voltages of the
first discharge controller T2 and the second discharge
controller T4 become the gate high voltage VGH. As a
result, the voltage of the Q node is not discharged via
the first discharge controller T2 and the second discharge
controller T4, and a direction of the leakage current of
the first discharge controller T2 and the second discharge
controller T4 is formed as a direction to charge the Q
node. As described above, the shift register according to
the first embodiment can prevent the voltage of the Q
node from being discharged via the first discharge con-
troller T2 and the second discharge controller T4 during
the first touch sensing period Tt1.
[0072] The Q node of the i-th stage STG[i] maintains
the pre-charged state during the first touch sensing pe-
riod Tt1 and receives the gate clock CLK when the sec-
ond display period Td2 starts. The pull-up transistor of
the i-th stage STG[i] receives the gate clock CLK to in-
crease the voltage of the output terminal Nout and to
output the i-th gate pulse Gout[i].

[0073] The shift register according to the first embod-
iment is to prevent the Q node from being discharged
during the touch sensing period Tt. Thus, as shown in
FIG. 6, the variable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L
may be connected only to the first stage of each panel
block PB.
[0074] FIG. 11 illustrates an i-th stage according to a
second example embodiment.
[0075] Referring to FIG. 11, a shift register 140 accord-
ing to a second example embodiment outputs a gate
pulse in response to gate clocks CLK and a start pulse
VST. The shift register 140 includes a plurality of cas-
cade-connected stages. Structures and components
identical or equivalent to those illustrated in the first em-
bodiment are designated with the same reference nu-
merals in the second embodiment, and a further descrip-
tion may be briefly made or may be entirely omitted.
[0076] An i-th stage STG[i] according to the second
example embodiment includes a pull-up transistor Tpu,
a pull-down transistor Tpd, a first transistor T1, Q node
discharge controllers T2, T3, and T4, and a node control
circuit NCON.
[0077] The Q node discharge controllers T2, T3, and
T4 include a first discharge controller T2, a second dis-
charge controller T4, and a third discharge controller T3.
The third discharge controller T3 forms a current path
between a Q node and a variable low potential voltage
line A_VSS_L in response to a voltage of a QB node.
The third discharge controller T3 is connected to the var-
iable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L through a diode
Di. An anode electrode of the diode Di is connected to a
source electrode of the third discharge controller T3, and
a cathode electrode of the diode Di is connected to the
variable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L.
[0078] Diodes Di disposed in stages STG other than
the i-th stage STG[i] discharge the Q node during the
display period Td. This is described as follows. In the
second embodiment, the variable low potential voltage
line A_VSS_L is connected to a first stage of each panel
block PB. Therefore, during the touch sensing period Tt,
not only the i-th stage STG[i] normally outputting the gate
pulse but also the Q nodes of the stages connected to
the variable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L are all
charged. As a result, when the touch sensing period Tt
ends and the display period Td starts, the stages STG
other than the i-th stage STG[i] may output the gate pulse
when the gate clock is input. In this instance, an errone-
ous operation may occur in which undesired gate pulses
except an i-th gate pulse Gout[i] are output.
[0079] On the other hand, the diode Di forms a current
path for discharging the voltage of the Q node when a
variable low potential voltage A_VSS is inverted to the
low potential voltage VSS in the display period Td. Name-
ly, as a leakage current of the third discharge controller
T3 flows into the variable low potential voltage line
A_VSS_L via the diode Di, a high voltage of the Q node
is discharged. As a result, the diode Di can prevent the
stages other than the i-th stage STG[i] from outputting
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an abnormal gate pulse.
[0080] An operation for outputting the gate pulse by
the shift register according to the second embodiment is
substantially the same as the first embodiment.
[0081] FIG. 13 illustrates a stage according to a third
example embodiment. FIG. 14 is a timing diagram illus-
trating a change in a voltage of a main node of a stage
shown in FIG. 13.
[0082] Referring to FIGS. 13 and 14, a shift register
140 according to a third example embodiment outputs a
gate pulse in response to gate clocks CLK and a start
pulse VST. The shift register 140 includes a plurality of
cascade-connected stages. Structures and components
identical or equivalent to those illustrated in the first and
second embodiments are designated with the same ref-
erence numerals in the third embodiment, and a further
description may be briefly made or may be entirely omit-
ted.
[0083] The shift register 140 according to the third em-
bodiment is connected to a first high potential voltage
line VDD_O_L and a second high potential voltage line
VDD_E_L for alternately charging a first QB node
QB_ODD and a second QB node QB_EVEN. The first
high potential voltage line VDD_O_L applies a high po-
tential voltage during odd-numbered frames ODD
FRAME and holds a low potential voltage during even-
numbered frames EVEN FRAME. The second high po-
tential voltage line VDD_E_L applies the high potential
voltage during the even-numbered frames EVEN
FRAME and holds the low potential voltage during the
odd-numbered frames ODD FRAME.
[0084] An i-th stage STG[i] according to the third em-
bodiment includes a pull-up transistor Tpu, an odd pull-
down transistor Tpd_ODD, an even pull-down transistor
Tpd_EVEN, a first transistor T1, Q node discharge con-
trollers T2 and T4, a 3a transistor T3a, a 3b transistor
T3b, and a node control circuit NCON.
[0085] The odd pull-down transistor Tpd_ODD in-
cludes a gate electrode connected to the first QB node
QB_ODD, a drain electrode connected to an output ter-
minal, and a source electrode connected to a low poten-
tial voltage line VSS_L. The even pull-down transistor
Tpd_EVEN includes a gate electrode connected to the
second QB node QB_EVEN, a drain electrode connected
to the output terminal, and a source electrode connected
to the low potential voltage line VSS_L.
[0086] In the first and second embodiments, the pull-
down transistor maintains the high potential voltage in
almost all the periods except the period in which the Q
node is charged. Hence, a DC gate bias stress of the
pull-down transistor may increase, and the threshold volt-
age may be shifted due to an increase in the DC gate
bias stress. To solve this problem, the shift register ac-
cording to the third embodiment disposes the two QB
nodes QB_ODD and QB_EVEN and alternately charges
the first and second QB nodes QB_ODD and QB_EVEN.
For example, the node control circuit NCON charges the
first QB node QB_ODD in the odd-numbered frames

ODD FRAME and charges the second QB node
QB_EVEN in the even-numbered frames EVEN FRAME.
An operation of the shift register in each frame is sub-
stantially the same as the operation of the shift register
according to the first embodiment described above.
[0087] The stage according to the third embodiment
applies the high potential voltage to a variable low po-
tential voltage line A_VSS_L during a touch sensing pe-
riod Tt to prevent the Q node from being discharged, in
the same manner as the first embodiment.
[0088] FIG. 15 illustrates a stage according to a fourth
example embodiment. More specifically, FIG. 15 is a
modified example of the stage according to the third em-
bodiment described above, and a connection relation-
ship of the stages shown in FIG. 15 is substantially the
same as that of the shift register according to the em-
bodiment shown in FIG. 12. Further, driving signals for
driving the stage according to the fourth embodiment are
substantially the same as those of the third embodiment.
Structures and components identical or equivalent to
those illustrated in the first to third embodiments are des-
ignated with the same reference numerals in the fourth
embodiment, and a further description may be briefly
made or may be entirely omitted.
[0089] An i-th stage STG[i] according to the fourth em-
bodiment includes a pull-up transistor Tpu, an odd pull-
down transistor Tpd_ODD, an even pull-down transistor
Tpd_EVEN, a first transistor T1, Q node discharge con-
trollers T2, T4, T3a and T3b, and a node control circuit
NCON.
[0090] The Q node discharge controllers T2, T4, T3a
and T3b include a first discharge controller T2, a second
discharge controller T4, a third discharge controller T3a,
and a fourth discharge controller T3b.
[0091] The third discharge controller T3a and the fourth
discharge controller T3b according to the fourth embod-
iment are connected to a variable low potential voltage
line A_VSS_L through a diode Di. An anode electrode of
the diode Di is connected to a source electrode of the
third discharge controller T3a and a source electrode of
the fourth discharge controller T3b, and a cathode elec-
trode of the diode Di is connected to the variable low
potential voltage line A_VSS_L.
[0092] The diode Di according to the fourth embodi-
ment can prevent Q nodes of stages other than the i-th
stage STG[i] outputting a gate pulse from being charged,
in the same manner as the second embodiment.
[0093] FIG. 16 illustrates a stage according to a fifth
example embodiment.
[0094] Referring to FIG. 16, an i-th stage STG[i] ac-
cording to the fifth embodiment includes first and second
pull-up transistors Tpu1 and Tpu2, a first odd pull-down
transistor Tpd1_ODD, a first even pull-down transistor
Tpd1_EVEN, a second odd pull-down transistor
Tpd2_ODD, a second even pull-down transistor
Tpd2_EVEN, a first transistor T1, Q node discharge con-
trollers T2 and T4, a 3a transistor T3a, a 3b transistor
T3b, and a node control circuit NCON. Structures and
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components identical or equivalent to those illustrated in
the above-described embodiments are designated with
the same reference numerals in the fifth embodiment,
and a further description may be briefly made or may be
entirely omitted.
[0095] The Q node discharge controllers T2 and T4
include a first discharge controller T2 and a second dis-
charge controller T4.
[0096] The first pull-up transistor Tpu1 includes a gate
electrode connected to a Q node, a drain electrode con-
nected to a gate clock line CLK_L, and a source electrode
connected to a first output terminal Nout1. The second
pull-up transistor Tpu2 includes a gate electrode con-
nected to the Q node, a drain electrode connected to the
gate clock line CLK_L, and a source electrode connected
to a second output terminal Nout2.
[0097] The first odd pull-down transistor Tpd1_ODD
includes a gate electrode connected to a first QB node
QB_ODD, a drain electrode connected to the first output
terminal Nout1, and a source electrode connected to a
second low potential voltage line VSS_L. The first even
pull-down transistor Tpd1_EVEN includes a gate elec-
trode connected to a second QB node QB_EVEN, a drain
electrode connected to the first output terminal Nout1,
and a source electrode connected to the second low po-
tential voltage line VSS_L.
[0098] The second odd pull-down transistor
Tpd2_ODD includes a gate electrode connected to the
first QB node QB_ODD, a drain electrode connected to
the second output terminal Nout2, and a source electrode
connected to a first low potential voltage line VSS_L. The
second even pull-down transistor Tpd2_EVEN includes
a gate electrode connected to the second QB node
QB_EVEN, a drain electrode connected to the second
output terminal Nout2, and a source electrode connected
to the first low potential voltage line VSS_L.
[0099] The first output terminal Nout1 outputs a carry
signal Cout, and the carry signal Cout is applied to a
subsequent stage. The second output terminal Nout2
outputs a gate pulse Gout, and the gate pulse Gout is
applied to the gate line GL. The carry signal Cout and
the gate pulse Gout output from the same stage have
the same output timing. As described above, the shift
register according to the fifth embodiment separates the
gate pulse Gout and the carry signal Cout from each other
through the two output terminals.
[0100] A gate low voltage of a gate clock CLK applied
to the shift register 140 according to the fifth embodiment
is equal to a second low potential voltage VSS2. The
second low potential voltage VSS2 is set to a voltage
level less than a first low potential voltage VSS 1. The
fifth embodiment can reduce a falling time of each of the
gate pulse Gout and the carry signal Cout due to the
under-driving effect obtained by reducing a voltage level
of the gate clock CLK. A voltage of the second output
terminal Nout2 is instantaneously reduced to the first low
potential voltage VSS1 at the falling time of the gate pulse
Gout, but is held at the first low potential voltage VSS1

as the second odd pull-down transistor Tpd2_ODD or
the second even pull-down transistor Tpd2_EVEN oper-
ates. When a gate low voltage of the gate pulse Gout
applied to the display panel 100 is held at a very low
voltage, the transistor of the display panel 100 may mal-
function. Thus, the fifth embodiment can prevent an er-
roneous operation generated by reducing the gate low
voltage of the gate pulse Gout while obtaining the under-
driving effect.
[0101] The Q node discharge controllers T2 and T4
according to the fifth embodiment can prevent the Q node
from being discharged during a touch sensing period Tt.
[0102] FIG. 17 illustrates an i-th stage according to a
sixth example embodiment. More specifically, FIG. 17 is
a modified example of the stage according to the fifth
embodiment described above.
[0103] Referring to FIG. 16, an i-th stage STG[i] ac-
cording to the sixth embodiment includes first and second
pull-up transistors Tpu1 and Tpu2, a first odd pull-down
transistor Tpd1_ODD, a first even pull-down transistor
Tpd1_EVEN, a second odd pull-down transistor
Tpd2_ODD, a second even pull-down transistor
Tpd2_EVEN, a first transistor T1, Q node discharge con-
trollers T2, T4, T3a and T3b, and a node control circuit
NCON. Structures and components identical or equiva-
lent to those illustrated in the above-described embodi-
ments are designated with the same reference numerals
in the sixth embodiment, and a further description may
be briefly made or may be entirely omitted.
[0104] The Q node discharge controllers T2, T4, T3a
and T3b include a first discharge controller T2, a second
discharge controller T4, a third discharge controller T3a,
a fourth discharge controller T3b, and a diode Di.
[0105] The third discharge controller T3a and the fourth
discharge controller T3b are connected to a variable low
potential voltage line A_VSS_L through the diode Di. An
anode electrode of the diode Di is connected to a source
electrode of the third discharge controller T3a and a
source electrode of the fourth discharge controller T3b,
and a cathode electrode of the diode Di is connected to
the variable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L.
[0106] The Q node discharge controllers T2, T4, T3a
and T3b according to the sixth embodiment can prevent
a voltage of a Q node from being discharged during a
touch sensing period Tt. In particular, the diode Di ac-
cording to the sixth embodiment can prevent stages other
than a stage outputting a gate pulse from outputting the
gate pulse.
[0107] FIG. 18 illustrates a variable low potential volt-
age according to another example embodiment.
[0108] The variable low potential voltage A_VSS
shown in FIG. 10 is held at the gate high voltage VGH
during the touch sensing period Tt. As shown in FIG. 10,
when the variable low potential voltage A_VSS is held at
the gate high voltage VGH during the touch sensing pe-
riod Tt, the Q node of the i-th stage STG[i] can be effi-
ciently prevented from being discharged.
[0109] It is preferable, but not required, that Q nodes
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of stages other than the i-th stage STG[i] outputting the
gate pulse are held at the low potential voltage during a
drive of the i-th stage STG[i] outputting the gate pulse.
However, the variable low potential voltage line
A_VSS_L is connected to a first stage of each panel block
as well as the i-th stage STG[i]. When the gate high volt-
age VGH is applied to the variable low potential voltage
line A_VSS_L due to the structure of the shift register,
the Q nodes of the stages other than the i-th stage STG[i]
may be charged and may output two or more gate pulses.
[0110] In order to prevent the multi-output of the gate
pulse, the Q node is discharged using the diode during
the display period as shown in FIGS. 11, 15, and 17.
[0111] With reference to FIG. 18, as another method
for preventing the multi-output of the gate pulse, an output
of the variable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L falls
to the low potential voltage VSS in a predetermined cycle.
As described above, an amount of the Q node charged
via the Q node discharge controller is adjusted due to a
pause period Dh in which the variable low potential volt-
age A_VSS is reduced in the touch sensing period Tt.
As a result, an operation of the pull-up transistor con-
nected to the Q node of each stage can be suppressed,
and the multi-output of the gate pulse can be prevented.
[0112] FIG. 19 illustrates a Q node discharge controller
according to another example embodiment.
[0113] Referring to FIG. 19, Q node discharge control-
lers T2, T4, T3a and T3b according to another example
embodiment include a first discharge controller T2, a sec-
ond discharge controller T4, a third discharge controller
T3a, a fourth discharge controller T3b, and a diode Di. A
cathode electrode of the diode Di of the Q node discharge
controller shown in FIG. 19 is connected to the variable
low potential voltage line A_VSS_L, and an anode elec-
trode of the diode Di is connected to source electrodes
of all of transistors connected to the Q node.
[0114] As a result, a leakage current of the Q node
discharge controllers T2, T4, T3a and T3b flows from the
variable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L to the Q node
during the touch sensing period Tt, and the Q node is
charged.
[0115] Further, when the variable low potential voltage
A_VSS is the low potential voltage VSS, the voltage of
the Q node is discharged using a leakage current of the
Q node discharge controllers T2, T4, T3a and T3b flowing
in the opposite direction of the leakage current flowing in
the touch sensing period Tt. Hence, the multi-output of
the gate pulse can be prevented.
[0116] FIG. 19 illustrates a stage in which the QB nodes
are alternately driven, by way of example. However, it is
apparent that the diode shown in FIG. 19 may be applied
to a stage using one QB node. The diode Di of the Q
node discharge controller of FIG. 19 may be applied to
the first embodiment illustrated in FIG. 8. Namely, when
the transistor included in the Q node discharge controller
is the first discharge controller T2 and the second dis-
charge controller T4, the diode Di may be connected to
a source electrode of each of the first discharge controller

T2 and the second discharge controller T4.
[0117] The diode illustrated in FIGS. 11, 15, and 17
may be added to the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 19.
[0118] FIG. 20 illustrates a connection relationship be-
tween a shift register and a variable low potential voltage
line according to the first embodiment.
[0119] Referring to FIG. 20, the Q node discharge con-
troller connected to the variable low potential voltage line
A_VSS_L may be arranged only on a first stage of each
panel block PB. However, when the stages connected
to the variable low potential voltage line A_VSS_L are
limited as shown in FIG. 20, the panel blocks PB cannot
vary.
[0120] FIG. 21 illustrates a connection relationship be-
tween a shift register and a variable low potential voltage
line according to the second embodiment.
[0121] Referring to FIG. 21, the variable low potential
voltage line A_VSS_L may be connected to all the stages.
Namely, all the stages can prevent the Q node from being
discharged during the touch sensing period Tt using the
Q node discharge controller. As described above, when
the stage structure and the variable low potential voltage
line according to the embodiments are applied to all the
stages, the panel block can vary. Thus, because the
touch sensing period and the display period are not lim-
ited to specific timing, the embodiments are applicable
to a display device having different line sizes of panel
blocks. In addition, as shown in FIG. 22, the embodiments
are also applicable to a display device in which panel
blocks frequently vary and are driven. When the panel
blocks frequently vary and are driven as shown in FIG.
22, a position of the line dim generated at each boundary
between the panel blocks may frequently vary, thereby
improving the display quality of the image.
[0122] In summary, a touch sensor integrated type dis-
play device may comprise:

a display panel including pixels connected to data
lines and gate lines and division-driven into a plurality
of panel blocks and a plurality of touch sensors con-
nected to the pixels;
a display driving circuit configured to write data of an
input image to the pixels in a plurality of display pe-
riods divided from one frame period; and
a touch sensing circuit configured to drive the touch
sensors and sense a touch input in a touch sensing
period allocated between the display periods of the
one frame period,
wherein adjacent panel blocks of the display panel
are division-driven in the display periods that are
separated from each other with the touch sensing
period, in which the touch sensors are driven, inter-
posed therebetween,
wherein the display driving circuit includes a shift reg-
ister configured to shift a gate pulse in accordance
with a shift clock timing and sequentially supply the
gate pulse to the gate lines,
wherein an i-th stage ("i" is a natural number) of the
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shift register includes:

a first pull-up transistor configured to increase a
voltage of a first output terminal in response to
a voltage of a Q node;
a first pull-down transistor configured to dis-
charge the voltage of the first output terminal to
a first low potential voltage in response to a volt-
age of a QB node;
a first transistor configured to charge the Q node
in response to a voltage of a start pulse input
terminal; and
a Q node discharge controller including at least
one transistor configured to control a current
path between the Q node and a variable low
potential voltage line,
wherein the variable low potential voltage line
receives a high potential voltage during at least
a portion of the touch sensing period.

[0123] In the touch sensor integrated type display de-
vice, the Q node discharge controller may further include
a diode including an anode electrode connected to a
source electrode of the transistor included in the Q node
discharge controller and a cathode electrode connected
to the variable low potential voltage line.
[0124] In the touch sensor integrated type display de-
vice, the variable low potential voltage line may be held
at a low potential voltage during the display period, and
the Q node discharge controller may include:

a first discharge controller configured to discharge
the Q node in response to a next signal in the display
period; and
a second discharge controller configured to dis-
charge the Q node in response to a reset signal input
to a driving circuit outside the display panel in the
display period.

[0125] In the aforementioned touch sensor integrated
type display device, the Q node discharge controller may
further include:

a diode including an anode electrode connected to
the variable low potential voltage line; and
a third discharge controller including a gate electrode
connected to the QB node, a drain electrode con-
nected to the Q node, and a source electrode con-
nected to a cathode electrode of the diode.

[0126] In the aforementioned touch sensor integrated
type display device, the i-th stage of the shift register may
further include:

a second pull-up transistor configured to increase a
voltage of a second output terminal in response to
the voltage of the Q node; and
a second pull-down transistor configured to dis-

charge the voltage of the second output terminal to
a second low potential voltage in response to the
voltage of the QB node,
wherein a gate low voltage of a gate clock applied
to drain electrodes of the first and second pull-up
transistors is the same as a first low potential voltage.

[0127] In the aforementioned touch sensor integrated
type display device, the second low potential voltage may
be less than the first low potential voltage.
[0128] In the aforementioned touch sensor integrated
type display device, the variable low potential voltage line
may be held at the second low potential voltage during
the display period.
[0129] In the touch sensor integrated type display de-
vice, the variable low potential voltage line may receive
a low potential voltage during a predetermined pause
period of the touch sensing period.
[0130] In the touch sensor integrated type display de-
vice, the variable low potential voltage line may be con-
nected to all of stages of the panel blocks.
[0131] A touch sensor integrated type display device
may include a display panel including pixels connected
to data lines and gate lines and division-driven into a
plurality of panel blocks and a plurality of touch sensors
connected to the pixels, a display driving circuit writing
data of an input image to the pixels in a plurality of display
periods divided from one frame period, and a touch sens-
ing circuit driving the touch sensors and sensing a touch
input in a touch sensing period allocated between the
display periods of the one frame period. The display driv-
ing circuit may include a shift register that shifts a gate
pulse in accordance with a shift clock timing and sequen-
tially supplies the gate pulse to the gate lines.
[0132] Although embodiments have been described
with reference to a number of illustrative embodiments
thereof, it should be understood that numerous other
modifications and embodiments can be devised by those
skilled in the art within the scope of the appended claims.
In addition to variations and modifications in the compo-
nent parts and/or arrangements, alternative uses will also
be apparent to those skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A shift register comprising:

a first plurality of cascaded stages (STG[1], ...,
STG[i-1]) and a second plurality of cascaded
stages (STG[i], ..., STG[2i-1]), each of the stag-
es comprising at least a first discharge transistor
(T2; T4), a pull-up transistor (Tpu), a pull-down
transistor (Tpd), and an output node (Nout) in-
terconnecting the pull-up transistor (Tpu) and
the pull-down transistor (Tpd), the pull-down
transistor (Tpd) being further connected to a first
low potential voltage line (VSS), and a gate elec-
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trode of the pull-up transistor (Tpu) constituting
a control node (Q), wherein
the control node (Q) of the first stage (STG[i]) of
the second plurality of cascaded stages (STG[i],
..., STG[2i-1]) is connected to a second low po-
tential voltage line (A_VSS), electrically sepa-
rate from the first low potential voltage line
(VSS), through the first discharge transistor (T2,
T4 of Figure 8, 12, 13, 16 or 17) of said first stage.

2. The shift register of claim 1, wherein

the control node (Q) of the last stage (STG[i-1])
of the first plurality of cascaded stages (STG[1],
..., STG[i-1]) is connected to the first low poten-
tial voltage line (VSS) through a second dis-
charge transistor (T3 of Figure 7) of said last
stage.

3. The shift register of claim 1 or 2, wherein

the control node (Q) of the first stage (STG[i]) of
the second plurality of cascaded stages (STG[i],
..., STG[2i-1]) is connected to the first low po-
tential voltage line (VSS) through a second dis-
charge transistor (T3 of Figure 8; T3a of Figure
13) of said first stage.

4. The shift register of claim 1 or 2, wherein

the control node (Q) of the first stage (STG[i]) of
the second plurality of cascaded stages (STG[i],
..., STG[2i-1]) is further connected to the second
low potential voltage line (A_VSS) through a
second discharge transistor (T3 of Figure 12;
T3a of Figure 15) of said first stage and a diode
(Di) connected in series to the second discharge
transistor (T3) of said first stage.

5. The shift register of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein
the control nodes (Q) of all stages (STG[1], ...,
STG[2i-1]) are connected to the second low potential
voltage line (A_VSS) (Figure 21) through the respec-
tive first discharge transistor (T2; T4) of each stage.

6. The shift register of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein
a gate electrode of the pull-down transistor (Tpd) is
connected to a gate electrode of a second discharge
transistor (T3, T3a) to form a second control node
(QB) of each stage.

7. A display device comprising:

a shift register according to any one of claims 1
to 6 and
a display panel (100) comprising a plurality of
pixel rows, a plurality of touch sensors (TS) and
a plurality of touch sensor lines (TW),

wherein the display device is configured
to activate a first subset (PB1) of the pixel rows
(1, ..., i-1) for displaying image data by sequen-
tially outputting gate pulses from the output
nodes (Nout) of the first plurality of cascaded
stages (STG[1], ..., STG[i-1]) to the first subset
(PB1) of the pixel rows (1, ..., i-1) during a first
display period (Td1),
to sense signals from the touch sensors (TS)
through the touch sensor lines (TW) during a
first touch sensing period (Tt1) following the first
display period (Td1),
to activate a second subset (PB2) of the pixel
rows (i, ...,2i-1) for displaying image data by se-
quentially outputting gate pulses from the output
nodes (Nout) of the second plurality of cascaded
stages (STG[i], ..., STG[2i-1]) to the second sub-
set (PB2) of the pixel rows (i, ..., 2i-1) during a
second display period (Td2) following the first
touch sensing period (Tt1), and
to supply a variable voltage (A_VSS of Figure 5
or 10) to the second low potential voltage line
(A_VSS), the variable voltage having a low po-
tential during the first and second display peri-
ods (Td1, Td2) and having a high potential dur-
ing the first touch sensing period (Tt1).

8. The display device of claim 7, wherein all of the stag-
es (STG[1], ..., STG[2i-1]) of the shift register are
connected to the second low potential voltage line
(A_VSS) (Figure 21) and the display device is con-
figured

to vary the size of the first subset (PB1) of pixel
rows and the duration of the first display period
(Td1), and/or
to vary the size of the second subset (PB2) of
pixel rows and the duration of the second display
period (Td2).

9. The display device of claim 7 or 8, configured

to sense signals from the touch sensors (TS)
through the touch sensor lines (TW) during a
second touch sensing period (Tt2) following the
second display period (Td2),
to activate a third subset (PB3) of the pixel rows
for displaying image data by sequentially out-
putting gate pulses from output nodes (Nout) of
a third plurality of cascaded stages to the third
subset (PB3) of the pixel rows during a third dis-
play period (Td3) following the second touch
sensing period (Tt2), and
to supply the variable voltage having a low po-
tential during the first, second and third display
periods (Td1, Td2, Td3) and having a high po-
tential during the first and second touch sensing
period (Tt1, Tt2).
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10. The display device of any one of claims 7 to 9, where-
in each stage of the shift register comprises an input
transistor (T1) connected to the control node (Q) of
the stage and configured to input a high potential
voltage (VDD) in response to a start signal (VST)
received at a gate electrode of the input transistor
(T1).

11. The display device of any one of claims 7 to 10,
wherein a gate electrode of the at least one first dis-
charge transistor (T2, T4) is configured to receive a
respective control signal (RESET; VNEXT).
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